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MBRNT Newsletter
Collier fights massive hook issues with help
of Tennessee Teacher of the Year Williams

Tips for a better trip
• Don’t be cheap ass, chip
in when others are buying
gatorade, beer, and snacks.
• Bring allergy medicine,
Goody’s powders, Pepto,
and Kaopectate.
• Bring your camera, the
trip Nazi cannot take every
picture for the trip.

Rookie Redneck Rodney
“Captain Hook” Collier may have
a new nickname after his inaugural
stint on the Redneck tour. With
water surrounding so many holes
in the promised land, Collier may
simply be known as Aquaman.
As we all know, you can talk to a
slice but a hook never listens.
Collier is hoping his alliance with
TN Teacher of the year Byron
“jailbait” Williams will pay oﬀ big
before showing up for what may
be one of the most hotly
contested MBPOY awards ever.

Redneck Veteran Erik Scott
commented “I can see Rod’s
potential but I think it may take
years of practice to weed out such
a devastating flaw.”
Collier “I know its boring but I
just focus on one shot at a time. If
I hook one oﬀ the plantation, I’ll
just aim 4o yards right on the next
shot and hope for the best.”

• Pack your own Vaseline.
As the economy worsens,
the quality of toilet paper
should also follow and the
trip Nazi does not share.
• Bring ice cube packs you
can freeze the night before
your round so you can pack
beer in your bag.
• Pack ear plugs

There is still time for Williams
to work his magic but under
pressure most Rednecks agree
Collier should fold like a cheap
suit.

COURSE FOCUS: GRANDE DUNES
One of most scenic tracks in
Myrtle will crown this years Red
Neck champion - Grande
Dunes. Known for its
exceptional conditioning,
Grande Dunes has what many
consider to be the best group of
Par 3’s on the Strand as well as a
finishing hole that rivals any 18th

in Myrtle. Fortunes will be made,
legends will be forged, and the
agony of defeat may sting long
after the last three putt has
dropped. With jaw-dropping views
of the intracoastal waterway,
Grande Dunes should be a great
finish! To see the course layout
please visit www.grandedunes.com
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for losing Red Necks from the
MBRNT BETTING
FORMAT 2009/RED NECK previous round.
Each losing Red Neck (a total
OF THE YEAR AWARD

of two people) must tee oﬀ with
all pink paraphernalia including
putting with a lady ball on the first
hole. They can shed the lady shirt
and hat after the first tee shot, but
must use the pink head covers,
tees, towel, and markers the rest
of the round to remind them of
what douche holes they are for
losing.

The coveted Myrtle Beach
Player of the Year award will be
Playing for Nissan, Buick, or
played over the final two rounds.
Travelers Insurance prize money is These are tournament style rounds
one thing, playing for money
that will take your cumulative
earned while working for Regal
score (handicapped) and place it
Cinemas, Julian Properties, or
against your other Red Neck
Luxotica is another thing
competitors (sorry Erik...these will
altogether.
be eighteen hole rounds).
As in years past, the MBRNT
will be using the Sponcia
Handicap™ system which is based
solely on my judgement of how
many strokes each competitor is
allowed to receive/give.
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Course Line-up:
June 18, 2009
International World Tour
June 19, 2009
Dunes Golf Club (Private)
June 20, 2009
Barefoot - Norman Course
June 21, 2009
Grande Dunes

Player Profile:
Erik (Chernobyl, TwinkleToes, E) Scott

The Myrtle Beach Player of
the Year entry fee is $25 and the
payout will be 80% of the pot for
1st place and 20% of the pot for
second place. The biggest Red
Neck loser will get a toilet seat.

This year, we will play in teams
There will be a trophy
of two, switching after each round presentation and pictures
so everyone can have a chance to
following the scoring of the final
play with each Red Neck.
round and it is tradition that the
We will probably play greenies other losers buy the lunch’s of the
winning Red Necks.
for a little green (sorry Rod...I
know hooks don’t hold greens) and FAQs: Q: Can we use GPS/
three-jacks (sorry Mark).
rangefinders? A:Yes
Low ball ($10 per man) is
usually the daily game of choice or
the ever popular “combined score”
which makes every shot count
adding pressure to an already
tension filled atmosphere.

Q: Do I have to play for the
MBPOY? A: Yes Mary Ann

We will also be bringing back
Pink attire for the losing team of
the day. For those unfamiliar, a
few years ago the tour purchased
pink head covers, tees, towels,
balls, ball markers, and pink balls

Q: Can I wear my Q-Link? A: Yes

Q: Is heckling allowed in the final
two rounds? A: Of course, just not
after your fellow competitor has
addressed his shot.
Q: Does everyone have an equal
chance with your cockamamy
handicap system? A: Yes, someone
new usually wins each year.

If the game only required you to
play sixteen holes, Erik would be
your man...but that’s why we play
em’ all. His signature
“twinkletoes” finish may hit a lot
of fairways but when money is
on the line, his fragile alter-ego
“Chernobyl” inevitably takes
over blowing any possibility of
collecting money. Erik has a
solid game until he gets around
the green. Be sure and pack a
hard hat or his patented flopshank shot may send you to the
local hospital. Since Scott is by
far the oldest competitor, the
MBRNT committee is
considering moving him up a tee
box to keep him competitive
with the rest of the Tour.
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